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Now you can color your favorite books, the colors you wish to! The same great stories, but now

..you can color it..Your Way! --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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The color photos in the hard edition of this book are extraordinary. The spring, summer, fall & winter

categories for women depending on their coloring is a real eye-opener, and there are lots of photos

of women for you to compare with each other and with yourself. Once categorized, (by myself -- I

am a summer, almost a winter), I then began to purchase the correct colors to wear! I have a

sharpened sense of fashion now, just from reading this book. It is lovely to look at and informative to

read!

I read this years ago, and loved it, loaned it out and never got it back. I reordered it recently, and it

was as relevant and helpful as ever, even though the fashion and styles have changed. Color

doesn't change. Read this book, and you won't waste time or money on clothing or makeup ever

again.

I had this book when it originally came out. I lent it to a friend 30 years ago, and never saw it again.

Ever since I initially read the book, I've adhered to the advice when choosing clothes, makeup,

etc.the fashions are dated, but not the subject matter.This used copy was in great condition.

In the 1980's, people were "having their colors done". I still believe very much that everyone has a



"season" for what colors look best. Once you know your "season", shopping is much easier. Every

clothing item in your spectrum of colors blends with every other item. Also, people look much better

in "their" colors.Check it out.

This is the original "Color Me Beautiful" series and in my opinion is the best. The book arrived in

very good shape (even though it was used)and had very little wear. The colors were brilliant and it

was easy to decide if your coloring placed you in the category of Summer, Spring,Autumn or Winter.

The book is just as useful as it was when published and I can recommend it to anyone who wants to

coordinate theirclothes, makeup and hair color !!!

This book is fairly old and does need revision as far as styles etc. BUT the basic concept still holds

true--the right colors can make you more beautiful. I started using this concept for selecting clothes

and makeup years ago. While the book may need updating because styles do change-the ideas of

how to select colors by season is a good one. You just need to pick your season based on your

skin, hair and eye color. Then once you have your season there is a color pallette included that you

can tear out and take with you when you go shopping. This helps in color selection and in

experimenting with you own color preferences. I have seen profound differences in people who

know how to wear the right colors. This extends to makeup, eye glasses, etc. This book is definitely

worth the time and money to get a copy.

Without question still the best book on color and "how" to dress. The styles may have changed

(don't worry--all styles come back even though we wish some wouldn't) but the knowledge and

information are still pertinent.

Got the book right away; however, the VERY section I needed (the color pages) were cut out of the

book! In deference to vendor, the pages were carefully cut out so they would not necessarily have

discovered this. FYI - I didn't keep the info about who I bought this from, so never pursued it with the

vendor.
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